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PERSONALISED FOLDABLE KITCHEN
HELPER

SKU: LPKKH-NAT
£157.50 Excl. VAT

FREE ENGRAVING
Compact & foldable - easily stowed away
Adjustable height - for different ages
Customisable - add that personal touch
Robust construction - for everyday use
Lacquered - for easy clean
Sustainable material - great ecological
credentials

GALLERY IMAGES
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PERSONALISED FOLDABLE KITCHEN HELPER

The Ligneus Play foldable toddler Kitchen helper tower is the ideal assistant in the kitchen. This kitchen learning
tower is perfect for all sorts of activities. Meal preparation and cooking are the most common functions allowing
little ones feel a bit more grown up. This kitchen assistant is also great for arts and crafts at the table too. It
works perfectly as a learning tower not just an additional kitchen foot stool.

It's all about family time

The foldable Kitchen helper allows children to cooperate in all these activities in a fun, safe and secure way. As
a true learning tower your child can develop their fine motor skills as well as learning from your example.
Furthermore activities such as these help to strengthen the bond between parent and child.

Playtime, arts & crafts, cooking with Mum & Dad - it's never been so easy or so much fun!

Safety first

The design of the toddler kitchen tower step stool means your toddler can be safely standing at the right height
with a safety bar in place. The safety stand tower has an adjustable height platform to accommodate different
ages. This ensures not only a comfortable working position but a safe one. The use of the tower will prevent
your toddler from climbing on chairs or stools where they can easily fall.

Practicality built in

When finished with it is easily folded and stowed away so is incredibly practical. Made from premium birch ply it
is incredibly robust and built to last. Finished in a food grade lacquer the kitchen helper is easily wiped down
after a messy playtime.

Name your kitchen helper

The kitchen helper comes with the option of adding a name or other text onto the adjustable platform. This
adds a personal touch for a loving home or perhaps an ideal gift.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Options & Features Customisable, Foldable

Age Range Junior (4yrs – 9yrs)

Assembly Pre-assembled

Mobility Static

Wood Plywood

Finish Lacquered

Location Floor Standing

Handle Integrated
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Colour Natural

What it holds A lifetime of fond memories
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